
Questions from online feedback form
Would creating more AAP centers help allieviate the overcrowding?
Are classes under or over enrolled? Does Poe not have the same access to 
programming that Glasgow does?
Would you consider removing 6th grade? 
What about the AAP center at Glasgow? Is it realistic to expect this adjustment to 
be in place by next year?
Does this change the high school your child will attend? 
How often will the boundaries need to be adjusted? As the District continues to 
grow and housing stock is increased, is a new middle school location being 
considered? Will Justice be over capacity by the time these kids go into high 
school? 
Glasgow is an AAP school- will the other schools involved in the boundary 
adjustment also offer that? Will parents be flexible about boundary changes and 
possibly sending their child to another middle scohol?

there seems to a larger, longer term problem with capacity in all of these schools, is 
there an avenue to address the longer term problem of overall capacity challenges?
Holmes is at 87% capacity. Parents are regularly informed of new fights at Holmes, 
and they always mention the difficulty of managing students in a small space. How 
will FCPS ensure skirmishes between students will not worsen with added 
students?
What happens to the AAP center model? What about our AAP kiddos who need a 
strong program and need to be challeneged? WIll they still have access to AAP 
level 4 services like all other middle school kids in FCPS?
WHat long term solutions are being considered? FOr example, a new middle school 
and/or elementary school(s) shold be built. Either we need a new middle school in 
the long term or 6th grade needs to shift back to elementary schools like the rest of 
FCPS.
Is Fairfax county going to listen to parents, or has the School Board already made 
up their mind? I hope it is the former, but fear it is the latter. 
What ever happened to considering whether Glasgow, Poe and Holmes should be 
grades 7-8 like the others in the county? Was that idea scrapped? I don't think it 
should necessarily change, but presenting where this discussion landed would be 
relevant.
not sure how this will impact HS boundaries?
Has it been considered to extend elementary schools in the area to 6th grade? 
Enrollment for English Learners is increasing rapidly; what are some ways we will 
support these needs wherever the students go? 
Potential disruption to current students. Is there a way for the students that are 
already in the school and pyramid to continue to go to Glasgow?
What would be the timeline for a boundary change?


